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RE: https://Facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=175378124136191&id=103506984656639
Scott:
I know that I have asked lengthy questions in the past, and do NOT intend to be too verbose or talkative, but in
light of the fact that America once had FREE COLLEGE (in some places, but mostly very, very affordable in
almost everywhere else), what do you plan to do about the "new" triple threats of:
1) unaffordable costs of college
2) resulting oppressive debt slavery
And
3) The threat this places on crashing the dollar (which is on the hook for this illegally inflationary pricegouging)??..
NOTE: I'm more conservative than you and oppose both free college and 100% debt forgiveness, but recall vividly
the speech that Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-FL-01) gave at the Judiciary Committee on the markup of H.R.2648,
declaring (correctly, I may add) that restoration of Student Loan Bankruptcy availability would create market
forces to both reduce excessive use of tax dollars to make/back collegiate loans -- AND force down tuition
inflation when greedy Liberal colleges realize students no longer have deep pockets loans.
Note: 44.7 Million Americans with students debt and another 30-40 million cosigners, family, and friends would
give you their gratitude if you could explain why the GOP-controlled Dept of Justice has not addressed this illegal
price-gouging-- and why previous administrations under Republican control did NOTHING when we GOP held
House, Senate, and Oval Office in the 1st two years of both the Trump administration and the 1st two years of
George W. Bush's administration.
I.e., I'm asking why they did not cut recklessly high spending (read: pork spending waste) of tax dollars to
subsidize these toxic and subprime (read: very unwise) loans. My guess is that removal of bankruptcy defense
from student loans created an unstoppable force of liberal higher ed lobbyists who pushed to increase loan limits- and thus pork barrel scam spending. If you disagree, fine, but plz explain why the GOP failed us in the past if
not for this. If you agree, then join me, Rep. Gaetz, Rep. John Katko (R-NY-24) and other Conservative
Republicans who support H.R.2648 and S.1414, which would fix a flaw in current U.S. Bankruptcy Code which
violates the Uniformity clause in the U.S. Constitution-- and please put that pledge in writing to support this
bankruptcy bill ALONG WITH a written pledge to immediately introduce the loan limits (spending cuts) bill
mentioned above (and which I emailed you).
Failure to do these 2 could alienate 70-80 Million Americans with student debt -- who don't seek a free handout-just fairness-- and a request that you lawmakers AVOID the sin of King Rehoboam (son of King Solomon and
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grandson of King David), insofar as he did not heed their similar requests for a fair adjustment to the obscenely
high excesses in taxes, fees, and (I infer from the text) regulatory burdens. That historical account is found in
your Bible. You are a Christian like me and are familiar with the sin of Rehoboam-- which I charge you solemnly
to avoid.
Also, failure to heed my advice will, if unchecked, guarantee a crash of the dollar --and loss of the U.S. Senate to
ANGRY voters who will react to you in the same way that 10 of the 12 tribes of ISRAEL reacted to King
Rehoboam's foolishness.
Thank you if you can clarify here on these 2 legislative matters.
Gordon Wayne Watts in Plant City FLORIDA --///
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